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Abstract

The singularity cancelation scheme initially introduced by Khayat and Wilton for evaluating singular and near-singular potential integrals with $1/R$ singularities has in this paper been applied to parameterized quadrilateral cells containing higher order hierarchical $H(\text{div})$ Legendre basis functions. The singular and near-singular potential integrals treated in this paper appear in the method of moment (MoM). Numerical results are presented for different order numbers of the Legendre polynomials and for quadrilateral cells of different shapes.

1 Introduction

EM-modelling of circuit components has received a growing attention during the past ten years. In this area it is crucial to be able to compute circuit parameters of integrated components like transmission lines and other wire based structures, e.g., inductors, baluns and transformers, to a high accuracy. A problem that appears when the MoM is applied to compute the quantities of interest is the "low-frequency catastrophe". This happens when the common RWG basis functions [5] are applied in low-frequency problems. In order to handle this problem one must apply a representation that allows the decomposition of the surface current into a solenoidal part and a nonsolenoidal remainder. One alternative is to use the loop-star basis functions [6] and another is to use large cells including a complex representation that enables the decomposition. A candidate for the second alternative is the higher order hierarchical $H(\text{div})$ basis functions that were introduced in [3]. An advantage of this approach is that the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) can be reduced considerably.

A problem with quasi-static problems is the high demands on the accuracy of the matrix elements and thereby the numerical evaluation of the integrals. This puts high demands on the numerical evaluation technique. And due to the properties of the basis functions the technique must also be flexible in order to handle all different cases that appear. The Khayat-Wilton method [4], which is based on the Duffy method [1], fulfills the requirements of accuracy and flexibility. In this paper the Khayat-Wilton method is generalized to handle parameterized quadrilateral cells.

2 Preliminaries

The higher order hierarchical basis functions, introduced by Jørgensen et al. [3], yield an efficient way of representing the current density on the surface of the metallization. Since the basis functions are developed for representing currents on quadrilateral surfaces they are well suited for wire shaped structures, like transmission lines. This can be seen by the quadrilateral cell that is illustrated in Figure 1. At the straight parts of the transmission line the quadrilateral cell has a rectangular shape but at corners the more general form is used. This means that the two vectors
\( r_{01} - r_{00} \) and \( r_{11} - r_{10} \) are always parallel to each other and orthogonal to the side represented by the vector \( r_{10} - r_{00} \).

A point in the quadrilateral cell, the domain \( K_{uv} \), is represented by

\[
r'(u, v) = r'_c + ur_u + vr_v + uv r_{uv}, \quad -1 \leq u, v \leq 1,
\]

where the vectors

\[
  r'_c = \frac{1}{4}(r_{00} + r_{10} + r_{01} + r_{11}), \quad r_u = \frac{1}{4}(-r_{00} + r_{10} - r_{01} + r_{11}),
  \]

\[
  r_v = \frac{1}{4}(-r_{00} - r_{10} + r_{01} + r_{11}), \quad r_{uv} = \frac{1}{4}(r_{00} - r_{10} - r_{01} + r_{11}).
\]

The basis functions in [3] are given by

\[
  H^u_{mn}(u, v) = a_u \frac{1}{J_s(u, v)} \tilde{C}_m \tilde{P}_m(u) C_n P_n(v),
\]

\[
  H^v_{mn}(u, v) = a_v \frac{1}{J_s(u, v)} \tilde{C}_m \tilde{P}_m(v) C_n P_n(u),
\]

where \( a_u \) and \( a_v \) are the contravariant unitary vectors,

\[
  a_u = \frac{\partial r'}{\partial u} = r_u + vr_{uv}, \quad a_v = \frac{\partial r'}{\partial v} = r_v + ur_{uv},
\]

\( J_s(u, v) = |a_u \times a_v| \) the surface Jacobian and \( P_n \) the Legendre polynomials. The functions \( \tilde{P}_m \) are defined as

\[
  \tilde{P}_m(x) = \begin{cases} 
  1 - x, & m = 0, \\
  1 + x, & m = 1, \\
  P_m(x) - P_{m-2}(x), & m \geq 2,
\end{cases}
\]

and the coefficients as

\[
  \tilde{C}_m = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4}, & m = 0, 1, \\
  \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{(2m-3)(2m+1)}{2m-1}}, & m \geq 2,
\end{cases}
  \quad C_n = \sqrt{n + \frac{1}{2}}, \quad n \geq 0.
\]
The integral that represents the cell to cell interaction can be written as linear combinations of the generic integral
\[
I_1 = \iiint a(s, t, u, v) P_k(s) P_l(t) P_m(u) P_n(v) G(r(s, t), r'(u, v)) \, dv \, du \, dt \, ds \quad (2.5)
\]
where \( a(s, t, u, v) \in U \) and \( s, t, u, v \in [-1, 1] \). The set is defined as
\[
U = \{ a_s(s, t) \cdot a_u(u, v), a_s(s, t) \cdot a_v(u, v), a_t(s, t) \cdot a_u(u, v), a_t(s, t) \cdot a_v(u, v), 1 \}.
\]
The kernel of the integral in (2.5) is weakly singular due to the Green’s function,
\[
G(r, r') = \frac{e^{-ik|r-r'|}}{4\pi|r-r'|}.
\]
The interaction between a point \( r \in K_{st} \), the field point, and the system \( K_{uv} \) is essentially represented by the inner integral
\[
I_2(s, t) = \int_{-1}^1 \int_{-1}^1 a(s, t, u, v) P_m(u) P_n(v) G(r(s, t), r'(u, v)) \, dv \, du. \quad (2.6)
\]
Due to the singularity, quadrature formulas for functions that can be well approximated by polynomials, e.g., Gauss-Legendre, cannot be used to compute the self-couplings. The integral in (2.6) is integrable since the kernel is weakly singular. On contours, efficient techniques for high order accurate integration of many types of singular kernels are readily available, see Section 2 in [2]. On patches, the situation is more involved, even for non-singular kernels, see [7]. This is a vivid research area with important applications.

3 Singularity cancelation

3.1 Self coupling

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.3\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Division of the quadrilateral cell into subtriangles in accordance to the Khayat-Wilton method, i.e., the coordinate system is the laboratory system \( K_{xyz} \).}
\end{figure}

In order to compute (2.6) in the case of singularities or near-singularities, i.e., when the field point, \( r \), is close to the source point, \( r' \), the method proposed by Khayat and Wilton [4] is utilized. Applying that technique for a quadrilateral cell
leads to that the cell is divided into four subtriangles, as shown in Figure 2. The
four triangles share a common vertex which coincides with the projected field point,
\( r_p \). The integral is thereafter evaluated for each of the subtriangles. This works
well as long as the integral is defined in the laboratory system, \( K_{xyz} \). In the case
of parameterized surfaces it is more convenient to evaluate the integral in the local
coordinate system. For the integral in (2.6) the local system, \( K_{uv} = \mathbb{R}[-1,1] \times
\mathbb{R}[-1,1] \), is represented by a square. Applying the same technique as before conveys
four subtriangles in the local system \( K_{uv} \). This is illustrated in Figure 3. Before

![Figure 3: Division of the quadrilateral cell into subtriangles in the coordinate system \( K_{uv} \).](image)

the integration of the subtriangles the coordinates of the projected field point have
to be determined. That is, given the coordinates \((s_0, t_0) \in K_{st}\) find \((u_0, v_0) \in K_{uv}\).
To do so the coordinate system, \( K_{x^1x^2} \), that spans the system \( K_{uv} \) in the laboratory
system, is introduced. The unit vectors of \( K_{x^1x^2} \) are

\[
\hat{\mathbf{x}}^1 = \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 \times \hat{\mathbf{n}}, \quad \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 = \frac{\mathbf{r}_u}{|\mathbf{r}_u|}
\]

where \( \hat{\mathbf{n}} = \frac{\mathbf{r}_u \times \mathbf{r}_v}{|\mathbf{r}_u \times \mathbf{r}_v|} \). The coordinates can be found by searching the point \((u, v)\) for which

\[
\hat{\mathbf{x}}^1 \cdot \mathbf{r}(s, t) = \hat{\mathbf{x}}^1 \cdot \mathbf{r}'(u, v), \quad \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 \cdot \mathbf{r}(s, t) = \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 \cdot \mathbf{r}'(u, v)
\]  

(3.1)
is fulfilled.

Let \( \mathbf{r}_u = x_u^1 \hat{\mathbf{x}}^1 + x_u^2 \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 \), in (2.2), with corresponding expressions for \( \mathbf{r}_v, \mathbf{r}_{uv} \). Then
the coordinates are given by

\[
ux_u^1 + vx_v^1 + uvx_{uv}^1 = f(s, t), \quad uy_u^2 + vy_v^2 + uvy_{uv}^2 = g(s, t)
\]  

(3.2)

where

\[
f(s, t) = \hat{\mathbf{x}}^1 \cdot (\mathbf{r}(s, t) - \mathbf{r}_c'), \quad g(s, t) = \hat{\mathbf{x}}^2 \cdot (\mathbf{r}(s, t) - \mathbf{r}_c').
\]

Combining the two equations in (3.2) yields

\[
\alpha_u u^2 + \beta_u u - \gamma_u = 0, \quad \alpha_v v^2 + \beta_v v - \gamma_v = 0
\]
The solutions to the two second order equations are
\[ \alpha_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2, \]
\[ \beta_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 + f x_u^2 - g x_{uv}^1, \]
\[ \gamma_u = - f x_u^2 + g x_{uv}^1. \]
The solutions to (3.2) are given by
\[ \alpha_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2, \]
\[ \beta_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 + f x_u^2 - g x_{uv}^1, \]
\[ \gamma_u = - f x_u^2 + g x_{uv}^1. \]

For the quadrilateral cell (see Figure 1) \( r_{uv} \) and \( r_v \) are always parallel. This conveys that \( \alpha_v = x_{uv}^1 x_v^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_v^2 = r_{uv} \times r_v = 0 \). The solution for \( v_0 \) is thus given by \( v_0 = \gamma_v/\beta_v \). The case when \( \beta_v = 0 \) corresponds to the case when \( v \) is ambiguous which means that there is an infinite number of solutions. This happens when \( r_v + ur_{uv} = 0 \), in the expression \( r = r_v + ur_{uv} + vr_v + ur_{uv} \), and corresponds to the \( u \)-value \( u_0 = - x_{uv}^1 x_v^2 / x_{uv}^1 \). Since the solutions to (3.2) are \((u_0, v_0)\) and \((u_a, v_0)\), the correct solution is achieved by simple comparison. If the field point \( r(s,t) \) coincides with \( r_a \) no unambiguous solution exists which means that the point can not be used as a quadrature point. A simple displacement, \( r(s,t) := r(s,t) + \Delta r \), is an easy way to solve the problem. The displacement \( \Delta r \) has to be small in comparison to the distance between the two closest quadrature points.

The relation for \( \alpha_u \) and \( \beta_u \) can be written as
\[ \alpha_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 = (r_{uv} \times r_u) \cdot \hat{n}, \]
\[ \beta_u = x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 - x_{uv}^1 x_u^2 + f x_u^2 - g x_{uv}^1 = (r_v \times r_u) \cdot \hat{n} + ((r(s,t) - r_c^t) \times r_{uv}^t) \cdot \hat{n}. \]
Since \( r_{uv} = 0 \) in the case of a rectangular quadrilateral we find that \( \alpha_u = 0 \) and \( \beta_u \neq 0 \). In the more general cell structures, as in Figure 1, \( r_{uv} \times r_u \neq 0 \) and \( r_{uv} \cdot r_u \neq 0 \) which conveys \( \alpha_u \neq 0 \). Thus, the case when \( \alpha_u = 0 \) and \( \beta_u = 0 \) does not occur. The solutions to (3.2) are given by
\[ \alpha_u = 0, \beta_u \neq 0, \quad u_0 = \gamma_u/\beta_u, \]
\[ \alpha_u \neq 0, \beta_u = 0, \quad u_0 = \pm \sqrt{\gamma_u/\alpha_u}, \]
\[ \alpha_u \neq 0, \beta_u \neq 0, \quad u_0 = - \frac{\beta_u}{2\alpha_u} \pm \sqrt{\left( \frac{\beta_u}{2\alpha_u} \right)^2 + \frac{\gamma_u}{\alpha_u}}, \]
\[ \beta_v \neq 0, \quad v_0 = \gamma_v/\beta_v. \]
The domain \( K_{uv} \) is divided into subtriangles, \( T_i \), by introducing a line, \( L_j \), between the point \( r_p = (u_0, v_0) \) and the four vertices, \( r_{ij} \), as illustrated in Figure 4. The four lines are represented by

\[
\begin{align*}
L_1 : & \quad u_1(v) = k_1 v + \ell_1, \quad v_1(u) = p_1 u + q_1, \\
L_2 : & \quad u_2(v) = k_2 v + \ell_2, \quad v_2(u) = p_2 u + q_2, \\
L_3 : & \quad u_3(v) = k_3 v + \ell_3, \quad v_3(u) = p_3 u + q_3, \\
L_4 : & \quad u_4(v) = k_4 v + \ell_4, \quad v_4(u) = p_4 u + q_4,
\end{align*}
\]

where the coefficients are

\[
\begin{align*}
k_1 &= \frac{-1 - u_0}{-1 - v_0}, \quad \ell_1 = -1 + k_1, \\
k_2 &= \frac{-1 - u_0}{1 - v_0}, \quad \ell_2 = -1 - 2k_2, \\
k_3 &= \frac{1 - u_0}{1 - v_0}, \quad \ell_3 = 1 + k_3, \\
k_4 &= \frac{1 - u_0}{1 - v_0}, \quad \ell_4 = -1 - k_4, \\
p_i &= \frac{1}{k_i}, \quad q_i = -\frac{\ell_i}{k_i}, \quad i = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[\textbf{Figure 4}:\] The quadrilateral cell in the \( K_{uv} \) domain. The four triangles \( T_i \) are separated by the lines \( L_j \).

The integral in (2.6) is divided into four integrals, one for each triangle, \( T_i \),

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1 : & \quad \int_{-1}^{u_0} du \int_{v_1(u)}^{v_2(u)} dv \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}, \\
T_2 : & \quad \int_{-1}^{v_0} dv \int_{u_1(v)}^{u_2(v)} du \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}, \\
T_3 : & \quad \int_{v_0}^{1} dv \int_{u_2(v)}^{u_4(v)} du \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}, \\
T_4 : & \quad \int_{u_0}^{1} du \int_{v_3(u)}^{v_4(u)} dv \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}.
\end{align*}
\]
where
\[ f_{mn}(s, t, u, v) = \frac{1}{4\pi} a(s, t, u, v) P_m(u) P_n(v) e^{-|k| \pi |s(t) - r'(u, v)|}. \]

In order to eliminate the singularity a proper variable substitution in the inner integral is needed. This is achieved by first inserting (2.1) into \(|r - r'|\) in the local system, \(K_{uv}\). For the triangles \(T_1\) and \(T_3\) this gives

\[ |r - r'| = a_v(u) \tilde{R}_e(u, v) \]

where
\[ \tilde{R}_v(u, v) = \sqrt{v^2 + b_v(u)v + c_v(u)} \]
\[ a_v^2(u) = u^2 |r_{uv}|^2 + 2ur_v \cdot r_{uv} + |r_v|^2, \]
\[ b_v(u) = 2(u^2 r_u \cdot r_{uv} - ur \cdot r_{uv} + ur'_v \cdot r_{uv} + ur_u \cdot r_v - r \cdot r_v + r'_v \cdot r_v)/a_v^2(u), \]
\[ c_v(u) = (u^2 |r_u|^2 - 2ur \cdot r_u + 2ur'_v \cdot r_u + |r|^2 - 2r \cdot r'_v + |r'_v|^2)/a_v^2(u). \]

and for the triangles \(T_2\) and \(T_3\) we get

\[ |r - r'| = a_u(v) \tilde{R}_u(u, v) \]

where
\[ \tilde{R}_u(u, v) = \sqrt{v^2 + b_u(u)v + c_u(v)} \]
\[ a_u^2(v) = v^2 |r_{uv}|^2 + 2ur_u \cdot r_{uv} + |r_u|^2, \]
\[ b_u(v) = 2(v^2 r_v \cdot r_{uv} - vr \cdot r_{uv} + vr'_v \cdot r_{uv} + vr_u \cdot r_v - r \cdot r_v + r'_v \cdot r_v)/a_u^2(v), \]
\[ c_u(v) = (v^2 |r_v|^2 - 2vr \cdot r_v + 2vr'_v \cdot r_v + |r|^2 - 2r \cdot r'_v + |r'_v|^2)/a_u^2(v). \]

By thereafter choosing \(dw_v = \frac{dv}{\tilde{R}_v}\) and \(dw_u = \frac{du}{\tilde{R}_u}\) with the primitive functions
\[ w_u(u, v) = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{\tilde{R}_u(u, v) + u + \frac{1}{2} b_u(v)}{\tilde{R}_u(u, v) - u - \frac{1}{2} b_u(v)} \right), \]
\[ w_v(u, v) = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{\tilde{R}_v(u, v) + v + \frac{1}{2} b_v(u)}{\tilde{R}_v(u, v) - v - \frac{1}{2} b_v(u)} \right) \]

the singularity is eliminated and the four integrals become

\[
T_1 : \int_{w_0}^{w_1} \int_{w_0(u, v_1(u))}^{u_0} dw_v \int_{w_v(u, v_1(u))} dw \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v(w_v))}{a_v(u)}, \\
T_2 : \int_{w_0}^{w_1} \int_{w_0(u, v_1(u))}^{u_0} dw_u \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u(w_u), v)}{a_u(v)}, \\
T_3 : \int_{w_0}^{w_1} \int_{w_0(u, v_1(u))}^{u_0} dw_u \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u(w_u), v)}{a_u(v)}, \\
T_4 : \int_{w_0}^{w_1} \int_{w_0(u, v_1(u))}^{u_0} dw_v \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u(w_v))}{a_v(u)}, 
\]

(3.3)
To find expressions for the inverse functions, \( u(w_u) \) and \( v(w_v) \), the alternative representation of the primitive functions

\[
\begin{align*}
  w_u(u) &= \sinh^{-1}\left( \frac{u + b_u/2}{\sqrt{c_u - b_u^2/4}} \right), \\
  w_v(v) &= \sinh^{-1}\left( \frac{v + b_v/2}{\sqrt{c_v - b_v^2/4}} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

is applied to achieve

\[
\begin{align*}
  u(w_u) &= \sqrt{c_u - b_u^2/4} \sinh(w_u) - \frac{b_u}{2}, \\
  v(w_v) &= \sqrt{c_v - b_v^2/4} \sinh(w_v) - \frac{b_v}{2}.
\end{align*}
\]

**Example 3.1.** Consider the quadrilateral in Figure 5. The field point, \( r \), is chosen to be in the first quadrant of the quadrilateral cell, as is illustrated in the left figure in Figure 5 where the field point is marked with a cross. To illustrate how the singularity cancelation works we choose the triangular region \( T_2 \), see the right figure in Figure 5, and maps it on the region \( T'_2 \) in the \( K_{vw} \) domain. This is illustrated in Figure 6. Due to the limitations in the Gauss-Legendre method stair-case approximations are used to represent the contour of the \( T'_2 \) region. This implies that the shape of the region \( T'_2 \) affects the accuracy of the quadrature method. The stair-case approximation works well as long as the contour does not contain lines of sharp curvature and the corners not are too sharp. Since the \( T'_2 \) region is very close to a parallelogram, where the contour consist of lines that are almost straight, it is expected that the shape only will have a minor impact on the accuracy of the quadrature method. This means that the accuracy essentially is determined by the integrand in (2.6). The integrand is a polynomial in \( u \) and \( v \) times an exponential function. In the low frequency case, when the cell size is much smaller than the wavelength, the exponential function is almost constant and the numerical integration becomes quite straightforward, especially in the case of zeroth order
polynomials. In that case the integrand is almost constant which means that only one or two quadrature points, in each direction, are necessary in order to achieve a sufficient accuracy.

3.2 Mutual interaction

The emphasis so far, in the analysis, has been to the case when the projection of the field point is in the domain of integration, \( r_p \in K_{uv} \). To be able to handle the case when \( r_p \notin K_{uv} \) the integrals in (3.3) cannot be used directly. The reason is that the argument of the Legendre polynomials is outside \( K_{uv} \) which leads to several bad features, e.g., the orthogonality is lost and the \( P_n \) do not fulfill \( P_n \in [-1, 1] \). Since \( P_n \) might lose its polynomial behavior in the domains \( w_u \) and \( w_v \) the rapid variation of the function, for the larger values of the order number, outside the \( K_{uv} \) domain can affect the convergence of the Gauss-Legendre algorithm in a negative
way. In order to handle the case when the projection of the field point is outside the quadrilateral cell special rules have to be developed.

Now focus on Figure 7. Here the domain outside \( K_{uv} \) has been divided into twelve regions. If region two and three are considered, as special cases, we find that when the field point is in region two the three integrals that correspond to the triangles \( T_1, T_2 \) and \( T_4 \) are applied and when the field point is in region three the two integrals that correspond to the triangles \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are applied. This is illustrated in Figure 8. The two cases can be seen as representations of the different cases of integration that exist. The partial integrals in region two are given by

\[
T_1 : \int_{-1}^{u_1(1)} du \int_{v_1(u)}^{1} dv \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|},
\]

\[
T_2 : \int_{-1}^{1} dv \int_{u_1(v)}^{u_3(v)} du \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|},
\]

\[
T_4 : \int_{u_3(1)}^{1} du \int_{v_3(u)}^{1} dv \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|},
\]

and in region three by

\[
T_1 : \int_{-1}^{u_1(1)} du \int_{v_1(u)}^{1} dv \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}, \quad T_2 : \int_{-1}^{1} dv \int_{u_1(v)}^{1} du \frac{f_{mn}(s, t, u, v)}{|r(s, t) - r'(u, v)|}.
\]

The integral expressions for the other cases are achieved in a similar way.

**Example 3.2.** Consider the quadrilateral cell in Figure 9. In order to illustrate how the domain of integration is mapped in the case of mutual interaction the field point
Figure 9: The quadrilateral surface and the $K_{uv}$ domain with the singular point at $(u_0, v_0)$ in Example 3.2. The cross in the left figure indicates the singular point in the $K_{xyz}$ domain. The region of integration is the darker shaded region.

has been chosen to be on the positive $y$-axis, outside the quadrilateral cell. This is marked with a cross in the left figure in Figure 9. Once again the triangular domain, $T_2$, is chosen to illustrate the mapping. As can be seen in the right figure in Figure 9 the triangular region is divided into two sub-regions. This is due to the properties of the Legendre polynomials. This means that only the part of the triangle that coincide with the $K_{uv}$ domain is mapped to the $K_{vw}$ domain. This region, $T'_2$, is the darker shaded region and is illustrated in Figure 10. The darker shaded region

Figure 10: The integration region in the $(v, w)$ system. The $T'_2$ region is the mapping of the $T_2$ triangle in Figure 9. It is only necessary to integrate over the darker shaded region.

corresponds to the domain of integration whereas the remaining part corresponds to the region outside the $K_{uv}$ domain and does not belong to the domain of integration.
Note that the limits of the \( v \)-variable, in the \( K_{uv} \) domain, are \( v \in [-1, 1] \). Since the \( T'_2 \) region is very close to a parallelogram the shape of the region will not significantly reduce the accuracy of the quadrature method leading to that the accuracy of the method is essentially limited by the integrand.

**Example 3.3.** In the previous two examples the chosen position of the field point resulted in an partial integration region, the \( T'_2 \)-region, with a shape close to a parallelogram. This form is suitable for the Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule since the stair-case approximation of the contour of the \( T'_2 \)-region only has a minor impact on the accuracy of the quadrature method. By moving the field point closer to one of the corners, illustrated in the left figure in Figure 11, the dark shaded sub-region, in the right figure in Figure 11, becomes more complex. The mapping of the dark shaded region, in the \( K_{uv} \) domain, is illustrated in Figure 12 where the mapping corresponds to the dark shaded region, in the \( K_{uv} \) domain, the \( T'_2 \) region. The light shaded region in Figure 12 corresponds to the light shaded region outside the \( K_{uv} \) domain. As can be seen the \( T'_2 \) region no longer has the shape of a parallelogram. The almost straight lines, on the left and right side of the \( T'_2 \) region, have been replaced by curved lines where the line on the right side has the largest curvature. Due to the limitations in the stair-case approximation the introduction of the curved lines lead to a degradation of the accuracy of the quadrature method. This means that it requires a larger number of quadrature points to achieve the same accuracy which leads to a slower convergence rate.

**Figure 11:** The quadrilateral cell and the \( K_{uv} \) domain with the singular point at \((u_0, v_0)\) in Example 3.3. The cross in the left figure indicates the singular point in the \( K_{xyz} \) domain. The domain of integration is the darker shaded region.
Example 3.4. By moving the field point even closer to the top right corner, compared to the position of the field point in Example 3.3, yields an integration region that is more severe than the one presented in Example 3.3. The quadrilateral cell and the field point is illustrated in Figure 13 and the resulting integration region $T'_2$ is illustrated in Figure 14. And as in the previous examples it is only the dark shaded region that represents the integration region. By studying the $T'_2$ region in the $K_{vw}$ domain in Figure 14 it is found that the upper right corner has been replaced by a curved line for which the curvature is rather high. This part becomes the bottleneck during the numerical quadrature, due to the stair-case approximation, which leads
to a significant reduction of the convergence rate.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure14}
\caption{The integration region in the $K_{vw}$ domain. The dark shaded region is the mapping of the domain of integration in Figure 13 and the light shaded region is the mapping of the light shaded sub-region.}
\end{figure}

4 Results

The integral $I_2$, in (2.6), has been computed for three examples including two different cell shapes: a quadrilateral and a rectangular cell. The coordinates of the vertices for the quadrilateral cell are $r_{00} = (-1, -1.5, 0)$, $r_{01} = (-1, 2, 0)$, $r_{10} = (1, -1.5, 0)$, $r_{11} = (1, 1, 0)$ and the coordinates for the rectangular cell are $r_{00} = (-1, -1.5, 0)$, $r_{01} = (-1, 1.5, 0)$, $r_{10} = (1, -1.5, 0)$ and $r_{11} = (1, 1.5, 0)$. In order to measure the accuracy of the method a relative error is introduced. It is defined as

$$\eta = \frac{I_2 - I_{2,N}}{|I_2|}$$

where $I_2$ is the reference value, computed via the software Mathematica, and $I_{2,N}$ is computed via the method presented in this paper. $N$ represents the number of quadrature points.

The first example addresses the impact of the cell shapes on the accuracy. The convergence rate for the quadrilateral and the rectangular cell is compared for the case when the field point is placed at $r = (0, 0, 0)$. The results are presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16. For the rectangular cell the case $m = n = 1$ is missing. The reason is that the integral vanishes for this case and has therefore not been included.
Figure 15: The relative error at $r = (0, 0, 0)$ in the case of a quadrilateral cell as a function of the number of quadrature points. The results in the left (right) figure are the real (imaginary) part of the relative error for the quadrilateral cell.

Figure 16: The relative error at $r = (0, 0, 0)$ in the case of a rectangular cell as a function of the number of quadrature points. The results in the left (right) figure are the real (imaginary) part of the relative error for the rectangular cell.
In the second example the field point is placed at the position \( r = (0, 0, d), \) \( d > 0 \) (see Figure 2). The convergence rate is thereafter examined for two different values on \( d \). The results are presented in Figure 17 and Figure 18.

![Figure 17](image1.png)

**Figure 17:** The relative error in the case of a quadrilateral cell. The left (right) figure represents the real (imaginary) part of the relative error at \( r = (0, 0, 1) \).

![Figure 18](image2.png)

**Figure 18:** The relative error in the case of a quadrilateral cell. The left (right) figure represents the real (imaginary) part of the relative error at \( r = (0, 0, 0.01) \).

In the third example the field point is placed at a position outside the domain of integration but on the same plane, \( i.e., \) \( r = \{ r_p : r_p \notin K_{uv}\} \). The convergence rate is thereafter investigated for two different positions in this domain: one position on a distance from the boundary of the cell and one position at the vicinity of the boundary. The results are presented in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
Figure 19: The relative error in the case of a quadrilateral cell. The left (right) figure represents the real (imaginary) part of the relative error at \( r = (1.2, 1.5, 0) \).

Figure 20: The relative error in the case of a quadrilateral cell. The left (right) figure represents the real (imaginary) part of the relative error at \( r = (1.01, 1.02, 0) \).
5 Conclusions

The Khayat-Wilton method has in this paper been applied to parameterized quadrilateral cells containing higher order hierarchical $H(\text{div})$ Legendre basis functions. The algorithm conveys an effective method for the numerically evaluation of the weak singular integrals. The results show that when the cell is changed from a rectangular to a quadrilateral shape the accuracy is essentially not affected, despite that the quadrilateral cell includes a sharp corner. This is of course only valid up to a certain degree, when the corner is not too sharp, but since the two shapes represent a straight line and a sharp corner it cover most of the common cases. The results also show that when the field point $r = \{r_p : r_p \not\in K_{uv}\}$ is close to the boundary of the cell, or the point $r = \{r_p + \hat{n}d : r_p \in K_{uv}, d > 0\}$ is close to the quadrilateral surface the domain of integration includes regions of rapid variations which affects the accuracy of the integration. These points are stated as near-singular points. To overcome this problem the domain of integration is divided into several parts such that the quadrature points from the Gauss-Legendre algorithm are distributed in a more advantageous way. Points that are close to the boundary, but are not regarded as being near-singular, do not suffer from a slow convergence rate (see Figure 19 and Figure 20). Since the number of near-singular points are rather few the results convey that the influence on the accuracy is in most cases limited.
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